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The Context
Inside this week’s edition…
The EUR Week - Bias is Bearish
- by Rachel Bex, p3-4
EUR/USD enjoyed a decent bounce off its 1.1048 overnight low after the Fed
slashed rates to zero, with the recovery move taking us just shy of a 1.1200 test
before fresh sellers emerged (offers linked to options and spec accounts).

Russia Better Positioned to Deal With Sustained Low Oil Prices
- by Christopher Shiells, p5-7
The general consensus is that Russia is now fundamentally better positioned
than it was back in 2008 and 2016, the last oil price shocks, and will suffer less
pain than Saudi Arabia if low oil prices persist.

China Insight: Bullish on CGBs as RRR Cut in Sight
- by Tim Cheung and Riki Zhang, p12-13
In regard to the China government bond (CGB) trading strategy in the prevailing
environment, we reiterate our bullish view.

Know The Flows: Flow Records Fall in Early March But Investors Still Looking For
Entry Points - by Cameron Brandt, p14
The dominant theme for the week ending March 11 – flight to safety – was writ
large in the fund flow data as the COVID-19 virus continued to spread and oil
producers found themselves in a price war.
US 3mth/10yr Yield Spread – 77.910/89.726 Targeted
- by Ed Blake, p16
Buy into any near-term corrective narrowing as we await extended widening
targeting 77.910/89.726. Place a protective stop under parity.

The GBP Week - Bias is Bearish
- by Tony Nyman, p8-9
Last week's emergency -0.50% BOE rate cut and fiscal/stimulus friendly UK
Budget were near unanimously well received by markets. Timely, big joint
coordination.

USD/CHF – Bounces Near Multi-Year Range Lows
- by Andrew Dowdell, p17
Rebound from .9183 (near multi-year range lows) has stalled short-term bearish
momentum, but bulls need to regain .9849 to avert the threat of wider topping.

ABS Trio Print in Weak Market as Stimulus Packages Launch
- by Anil Mayre, p10-11
Three European securitisation issuers braved the market to price new
transactions last week, but the stress on spreads was evident. This all came in a
week where central banks launched stimulus packages to ensure continued
provision of liquidity, some of which could impact securitisation issuance
volumes.

Gold/Oil Ratio – Corrective Dip Then Scope to 56.34/63.59
- by Ed Blake, p18
Await a corrective pullback then buy dips as we await renewed gains targeting
Fibonacci clusters by 56.34, perhaps 63.59 on extension. Place a stop under 30.63.
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The EUR Week - Bias is Bearish
By Rachel Bex, Senior Analyst

continued page 4
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The EUR Week – cont’d
Expected EUR/USD trading range: 1.0900-1.1250
EUR/USD enjoyed a decent bounce off its 1.1048 overnight low after the Fed slashed rates
to zero, with the recovery move taking us just shy of a 1.1200 test before fresh sellers
emerged (offers linked to options and spec accounts).
Hedge funds continue to tout a sell-rallies approach, while technical studies suggest failure
at 1.1221 would suggest a limit on near term gains.

On the charts:
• Rebound of Mon's Asian session low at 1.1048 (just over 61.8% retrace of Feb-Mar's
rally) reveals support from 50-DMA near 1.1045
• Crossing last Fri's 1.1221 high (above 200-hour MA) bodes well for further recovery
towards 1.1367, followed by Mar's 1.1495 YTD high
• However, a relapse at this juncture would spur 76.4% retracement to 1.0947, then
1.0878/30 before bears pause for thought

Eur/Usd fortunes this week remain very much in the hands of broader developments, but
on balance, we see risks bias lower as the ECB's action (inaction?) last week was deemed as
insufficient, whereby the Fed seem to be going for a no holds barred approach.
Much of this week's data will largely be viewed as moot, but we will see more March
sentiment numbers (beware of overreaction?) and some of the February data round might
reveal the beginnings of the coronavirus impact.
Therefore, in the US, the March Empire (Mon) and Philly Fed (Thu) both face significant
markdowns. The March NAHB (Tue) is expected to remain just under the cyclical peak as
are housing starts/permits (Wed) in Feb. Existing home sales (Fri) are not far off too. The
retail sales control group is forecast to rebound in Feb at +0.5% m/m vs the flat Jan
outturn. IP is also expected to rebound.
In Europe, the German ZEW (Tue) will receive more attention than normal given it is a
March outturn. Not surprisingly, the expectations element is expected to slump into
negative territory. The current situation is seen more negative. PPI is expected to slow in
Feb (Fri). Final Italian (Mon) and EMU Feb (Wed) CPIs will reveal more details.
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Russia Better Positioned to Deal With Sustained Low Oil Prices
By Christopher Shiells, Managing Analyst EM
Saudi Arabia and Russia enter oil price war
This viewpoint looks into the recent oil price slump to four year lows (see dashboard below) and
what it means for the two main protagonists and wider Emerging Markets. The catalyst was of
course the Saudi decision to start an oil price war, by slashing OSPs by USD6-8/brl to clients in
Asia, Europe and the US, as well as planning to boost oil output next month to well above 10mn
brls a day. This after Russia refused to accept the OPEC proposal to cut production. The current
production cut agreement ends at the end of March, which throws the doors open for countries
to ramp up output, which could throw the oil market into chaos amid a slump in demand due to
the coronavirus outbreak, which at the moment only stands to deteriorate further. The Saudi
'shock and awe' strategy is designed to hurt Russia and bring them back to the negotiating table
and there are signs that talks will continue as the OPEC+ technical committee is set to meet on 18
March.
These moves, first by Russia and then by Saudi Arabia, are a response to years of frustration of
losing market share to US shale, which has won a big piece of the market and turned the US into
a major exporter for the first time in decades. This shows a Russian determination to win back
some share on the global oil market—and their willingness to accept some pain to do this, forcing
the hands of the Saudi officials to follow suit.

For Saudi Arabia. it is returning to its old role/plan of trying to bully other producers into output
discipline. Whether it works this time will be a function of if it is still better placed than others to
navigate the immediate sharp drop in oil earnings and if supply cuts are able to catch up with a
likely significant weakening in global demand due to the coronavirus. This is the first time a
significant oversupply has coincided with a demand shock, and predictions are that oil prices
could go into the USD20/brl area.
Saudi Arabia - Can it cope?
The end game for Saudi Arabia is that it cements itself as top-dog in OPEC and that coronavirus
fears subside, economic activity recovers, oil demand picks up and Russia agrees to a new output
ceiling. With the added bonus of a number of US shale producers are forced to shut-down. If
Russia does not come back to the table, then it seems OPEC+ is dead and OPEC will need to take
some steps to stabilise supply given many of its members can not survive with prices this low.
The Saudi fiscal breakeven rate is estimated (by the IMF) at USD83.6/brl. For Algeria it is USD110
brl.
Back to Index Page

Thus, Saudi Arabia will need to navigate what is likely to be a sharp drop in oil earnings and thus,
a weakening in fiscal metrics, but it is well placed to do so thanks to its structural advantages low cost-per-barrel production, long-standing marketing relationships and high productivity.
Russia - can it cope?
The general consensus is that Russia is now fundamentally better positioned than it was back in
2008 and 2016, the last oil price shocks, and will suffer less pain than Saudi Arabia if low oil prices
persist. Russian reserves now exceed the country's total external debt by USD90bn. Moscow has
bigger financial reserves than Saudi Arabia. As of CB data for the end of January, Saudi Arabia
held the equivalent of USD495bn in reserves and as of the end of February, the Russian CB had
USD570bn in reserves (see dashboard below).
Russia also benefits from a floating rate FX regime, which it was forced into from early 2015 due
to low oil prices and US/EU sanctions. In the end this has turned out to be the saving grace for
Russia's economic competitiveness and it means that the budget break-even oil price moves
lower as the RUB weakens. Assuming USD/RUB is at 70 then the breakeven price is at ca
USD45/brl, whilst if USD/RUB hits 75, as it did on Monday, then the budget will breakeven at
around USD40/brl. Thus, the Russian budget is more resilient to oil price shocks, with the
breakeven level staying USD50/brl lower than in 2008 and 2014, (note breakeven was
USD115/brl in 2013). Not only is Russia's breakeven oil price ca 50% lower than Saudi Arabia's,
the Kingdom does not gain from a currency offset as the Riyal is pegged to the USD.
These fundamental buffers are why for now the Russian Finance Ministry is being rather bullish,
declaring that its reserves would allow Russia to withstand prices of USD25-30/brl for 6-10years.
However, a sustained decline in oil prices and associated RUB weakness could derail the Russian
government's fiscal stimulus plans and delay further monetary easing. President Putin will not
want to start scaling back expenditure, especially as he has made a point of demanding progress
on the flagship USD400bn national projects programme, going as far as replacing the government
to drive the effort to get GDP growth solidly above 2.0%. Especially not as his standing in opinion
polls has fallen to 35%, from 60% only two years ago. The government has so far said it has
enough reserves to cover spending plans, but Putin will also be reluctant to eat into reserves or
run a large budget deficit as Russia remains vulnerable to the threat of further US sanctions.

continued page 6
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Russia – cont’d
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Russia – cont’d
How long will the price-war last and the impact on the RUB?
As mentioned at the beginning of the piece, the price of Brent could go lower given the
Coronavirus effect. If prices slump into the USD20-30/brl range, this could be the trigger for a
compromise between Russia and Saudi Arabia within three months, because neither party
would ideally like to swallow the economic cost of sustained low oil prices.
If prices remain at current levels (around USD35/brl), then it is expected that the high-cost US
shale producers will begin to go out of business, taking barrels off the market. This will help
support the oil price and if Brent recovers to the USD40/brl area, then an agreement between
Russia and Saudi Arabia could take a lot longer, as we have shown that Russia can cope at
these levels.
The last time that USD/RUB was above 75 and oil prices were below USD35/brl was in 2016,
and whilst the RUB correlation with oil is stronger when oil prices go down rather than up,
there have been some changes since then that lessen the RUB's sensitivity to the oil price.
The main one being the fiscal rule introduced that sees the CBR use reserves on behalf of the
Finance Ministry in FX sales/purchases if Urals crude oil prices underperforms/outperforms
USD42.4/brl (for 2020).

However, in contrast the RUB could be more sensitive to shock induced portfolio-flows. This is
because the share of foreign holdings of OFZs increased from RUB1.1tn in February 2016 to
to RUB3.0tn in the beginning of February 2020, with their share on the total market
increasing from 21.5% to 34.1% respectively (CBR figures, see dashboard above). Looking at
the EPFR data, during previous risk-off episodes (2014, 2016 and 2018) there is a likelihood of
a 4-9 months period of flat to negative flows, which could be worse this time due to the
higher levels of foreign OFZ ownership.
Amid the current market turmoil we see significant risks that the RUB will remain under
pressure, reflecting increased risk aversion globally. In this environment USD/RUB is likely to
stay above 70 with continued high volatility. Our charts suggest a return to the 76.253/77.241
area is on the cards if the pair holds above 68.600.
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• Surged to Mon's 75.671, 4yr high, ahead of the current pullback
• Studies remain bullish and a return above 75.671 targets 76.253/77.241
(1.618/1.764x 60.883/67.646 from 65.311)
• Only closure of Mon'ss 68.618/69.319 upside gap would delay and re-open former
resis at 67.646 (28 Feb high)
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The GBP Week - Bias is Bearish
By Tony Nyman, Head of G10 FX

continued page 9
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The GBP Week – cont’d
Expected Gbp/Usd trading range is 1.1900-1.2600.

RISK
• More CB action? Okay, see bottom middle of the Dashboard, implied probability of a
Jun BOE rate cut stands at just 28%. However, last week's Minutes from Wed's
emergency meeting included 'it has options (incl rate cut, QE) if more monetary
stimulus is needed. If COVID worsens through the week, if FTSE dumps anew, can we
really rule out even more action so soon after?
• Is the Gbp move overdone? Well, it could certainly be argued that way, particularly vs
the easy to criticise ECB EURO. Do not rule out a squeeze. Anything can happen.

The third worst performing G10 so far this month.
Last week's emergency -0.50% BOE rate cut and fiscal/stimulus friendly UK Budget were
near unanimously well received by markets. Timely, big joint coordination. See top right of
the Dashboard and large perhaps related INFLOWS of ETFs and mutual funds in UK focused
equity funds in the last week.
However, that does not translate into FX gains though as expected Brexit trade talks
difficulties as well as Britain's large C/A deficit are part blamed for the losses too.

Note politics.eu wrote Fri 'EU wants zero-tariff Brexit deal, but will fine anti-competitive
behaviour', Brussels' draft text for an agreement with the UK also demands jurisdiction for
the bloc's top court. The UK could also send its draft deal proposal to the EU this week or
perhaps due to other more pressing matters delays could be seen. One thing is for sure,
Johnson and co won't be agreeing to those terms anytime soon!
Losses seem to be self perpetuating.
The UK does not tend to enjoy a haven status and in these difficult/unprecedented times
Gbp can be viewed as an easy victim.
EVENTS wise, the UK jobless claims/AWE Tue and UK public sector finances and borrowing
data Fri are highlights, but we don't expect much of a focus/ market reaction.
Back to Index Page

• Near vertical descent from last week's 1.3200 high is approaching Oct's 1.2195 reaction
low
• Below there will open the way for a re-test of the 2019 low (3 Sep) at 1.1959 in due
course
• Move looks stretched, but bulls would need to clear the 200-DMA (approx. 1.2705)/Feb
1.2726 former reaction low to stabilise
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ABS Trio Print in Weak Market as Stimulus Packages Launch
By Anil Mayre, Senior Analyst
The World Health Organisation (WHO) declared the coronavirus a pandemic last week, and
the number of cases and deaths continued to rise around the globe. And against that
backdrop central banks launched efforts to support financial systems amid the period of
heightened uncertainty.
Rate cuts, asset purchase and additional funding schemes were announced, while individual
banks also released working capital funds and payment holidays to try and protect business
solvency.
The extent to which business and industries can cope with the pandemic remains to be
seen, and as Fitch highlighted last Thursday, it leaves large swathes of the structured finance
markets more exposed than others.
Fitch said the asset performance of almost 90% of global structured finance deals have high
or moderate vulnerability to disruptions from the coronavirus and containment efforts.
The agency highlights 58 transactions in the aircraft ABS, hotel and retail loan CMBS sectors
as being highly vulnerable. It classifies 2,968 deals in the RMBS, ABS (auto, consumer loans,
credit cards, leases, student loans and timeshare), CLO and US TruPs CDOs sectors as
moderately vulnerable. And it views 63 transactions in the consumer handset ABS, ABCP,
multifamily and office loan CMBS as having low vulnerability.
The agency does not see negative rating risk in sectors with moderate or low vulnerability,
but that threat could become more likely in a more sustained or severe disruption. DBRS
said that UK hotel CMBS was facing a negative impact in the short term.
And in Italy a countrywide moratorium on mortgage payments is in process, and that has
the potential to disrupt cashflows in RMBS transactions.

However, S&P says that RMBS typically build up cash reserves to bridge timing mismatches
between available collections and payment obligations.
RMBS issuers will still be obligated to make interest payments on the bonds even though
borrowers may be granted payment holidays.
The agency says that most Italian RMBS it rates have cash reserves or liquidity facilities to
cover at least two years of senior expenses and coupons at current interest rates, even if
cash inflows drop to zero.
With 3m Euribor nearing -50bp the real coupons paid on bonds are actually quite low. And
for those with lower coupons no interest is paid.
The agency also raises the question of potential impact on performance metrics, if a
mortgage payment is deferred by more than 90 days and the borrowers were flagged as
being in arrears. However, S&P expects this not to be the case.
In order to maintain the provision of funding to banks and business, the ECB, Bank of
England and Fed launched new programmes to ensure the money gets where it needs to.
The ECB announced additional LTROs at reduced cost, with as easing of the criteria to access
the funds. Interest rates remained unchanged but there was an additional EUR120bn of
asset purchases.
The Bank of England did cut rates, by 50bp to 25bp, and launched a new Term Funding
Scheme of 4-year money at reduced rates too. And the Fed followed its 50bp rate cut two
weeks ago with its own USD1.5trn of temporary liquidity at the end of last week. There was
another cut to 0%-0.25% and a USD700bn QE package too.
Several banks also announced their own initiatives, such as emergency funding for small
businesses and easing of payment rules to tide them over.
And three new issues priced last week in among all that in the French RMBS, UK BTL and
CLO markets.
continued page 11
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European Securitisation – cont’d
Caisse Immobilier de France Developpement printed its second French home loan deal. The
issuer did not sell the Single A note though, having initially released IPTs for the tranche.

Given that rates are already low, the BoE said it will be difficult for some banks and building
societies to cut deposit rates further, which may limit their ability to lower lending rates.

The UK transaction came from Citi, its second as sponsor in the Canada Square Funding
programme. Series 2020-1 came with a 4.05-year Triple A at a margin of SONIA+160bp.

And to mitigate these pressures and maximise the effectiveness of monetary policy, the BoE
launched a new Term Funding Scheme with additional incentive for SMEs (TFSME).

The CLO was from Credit Suisse Asset Management, which brings YTD volume to
EUR5.83bn from 14 deals. This year senior spreads have ranged from 89bp to the 120bp
that CSAM paid last week – the widest senior Triple A class since June 2019.

The collateral that can be pledged is the same as for the Sterling Monetary Framework,
which includes some forms of securitised assets.

ECB boosts QE, eases TLTRO access cost

A scheme fee will be charged. This is 0bp for banks whose net lending is positive over the
reference period, rising to up to 25bp if net lending falls by up to 5%. The fee is 25bp if
lending falls by more than 5%.

The ECB kept interest rates unchanged last week, but launched a new QE package including
additional temporary long-term repo operations (LTRO) “to provide immediate liquidity
support to the euro area financial system.”
This will be charged at a rate equal to the average on the deposit facility, and provide
favourable terms to bridge the gap until the next TLTRO III drawdown in June.
And the ECB will also cut the rate on the TLTRO III from June 2020 to June 2021 to 25bp
below the average rate in the Eurosystem’s main refinancing operations.
The rate could drop even further, to 25bp below the average rate on the deposit facility for
banks maintaining current levels of credit provision.
The ECB is increasing the proportion that banks can borrow to 50% of their eligible loan
stock as at 28 February 2019 from 30%.
The constraint of limiting each drawdown to 10% of the eligible loan stock on each
drawdown is scrapped, and the lending performance thresholds that need to be met
between 1 April 2020 and 31 March 2021 has been cut to 0% from 2.5%. There is also
EUR120bn of additional net purchases added until the end of the year.
Bank of England cuts rates by 50bp, launches new TFS
In the UK, an emergency 50bp rate cut was announced to 0.25% by the Bank of England. The
BoE acted in an attempt “to support business and consumer confidence at a difficult time, to
bolster the cash flows of businesses and households, and to reduce the cost, and to improve
the availability, of finance.”
Back to Index Page

Over the next 12-months the TFSME will offer 4-year funding of at least 5% of participants’
stock of real economy lending at base rate plus a scheme fee.

Banks that increase lending could be channelled additional funding. The BoE said that if the
previous TFS is anything to go by the new TFSME could provide over GBP100bn in term
funding. The drawdown period runs from 27 April 2020 until 30 April 2021.
The government’s support package could have an impact on the securitisation market
through, as previous iterations of funding schemes made public UK securitisations more
expensive by comparison (Funding for Lending Scheme in 2012-2016 and the TFS in 20162018) and volumes declined.
Some issuers did still issue RMBS to maintain investor contact and reiterate that they would
stand by existing programmes. This can, however, have a stabilising effect on spreads. As
with the case of the FLS and TFS, reduced supply translated into tighter spreads, which did
tempt some borrowers back.
UK securitisation activity had increased recently, as participants in the TFS looked to
refinance their drawings. This included some borrowers that had been absent for some
time. Skipton Building Society, for instance, priced its first deal for four years in February.
Last November The Co-operative Bank printed its first prime deal since 2012 and Principality
Building Society its first UK RMBS for two and a half years. And last September Leeds
Building Society priced its first RMBS for four years.
To what extent the new TFSME convinces potential issuers to turn to central bank funding
rather than public securitisation remains to be seen, but it certainly could make bond sales
less appealing.
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China Insight: Bullish on CGBs as RRR Cut in Sight
By Tim Cheung, Head of China, Riki Zhang EM Analyst
Chinese Premier Li Keqiang held a State Council meeting on 11 March. Two key signals
were released there:
• Speed up credit supply to industries and enterprises.
• Implement targeted cuts in reserve requirement ratios (RRRs).
The signals are very clear, so we will see further liquidity loosening in mainland China in the
near term. We expect a targeted RRR cut will be announced very soon. Needless to say,
further reduction of loan prime rates (LPRs) will also happen at the regular fixing on 20
March.
In regard to the China government bond (CGB) trading strategy in the prevailing
environment, we reiterate our bullish view.

Recall, we said in the previous issue of this publication "with the market pricing more
monetary easing in China and further spread of the COVID-19 globally, CGB yields should
see more downside potential from here. We expect 10-yr yield, at 2.66% (when the article
was written on 6 March), will reach as low as 2.50% by the end of H1".
Much sooner than we expected, the yield hit as low as 2.51% on 9 March. Though upward
retracement happened afterwards, the upside was limited to 2.65%. Given the fact that
RRR cut looks imminent, we expect CGB 10-year yield (currently at 2.64%) will make
another downside attempt on 2.50% shortly and then see an extension of the downward
move for 2.30% (chart 1).

Another reason why we remain bullish on CGBs is the market currently is not crowded with
long positions at all. Chart 2 shows a lot of market participants were reducing their
holdings of CGBs over the past two months. The reduction may be attributed partly to
market participants' concerns over an acceleration of inflation pressure as a result of the
COVID-19 outbreak and partly to their unawareness of a potential Fed funds rate cut by as
much as 50bp on 3 March.
continued page 13
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China Insight – cont’d
With the COVID-19 outbreak expanding rapidly and US equities continuing to slump,
another 50bp cut at 17-18 FOMC meeting seems to be a done deal. While the global
economy is on the edge of recession, central banks, led by the Fed, will be opting for
continuous monetary easing. Against this backdrop, those who wrongly reduced their CGB
holdings in Feb have no choice but to buy back the papers.
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Last but not least, chart 3 shows from now on there will be sizable maturities of OMO
liquidity injections each month (except May) till September. In our view, PBOC, in order to
avoid the concerns over a potential liquidity tightening from heating up, will be biased
towards keeping the banking system liquidity more ample than necessary when the country
is still fighting with COVID-19. That of course is also a positive to long positions in CGBs.
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Know The Flows: Flow Records Fall in Early March But Investors
Still Looking For Entry Points
By Cameron Brandt, Director, Research
The dominant theme for the week ending March 11 – flight to safety – was writ large in the fund
flow data as the COVID-19 virus continued to spread and oil producers found themselves in a
price war. EPFR-tracked Money Market Funds posted a new inflow record, flows into US and
Japan Equity Funds hit five and eight-week highs respectively and commitments to Gold Funds hit
their highest level since late 3Q19. Meanwhile Europe, Emerging Markets and Total Return Bond
Funds experienced record-setting redemptions, as did all Bond Funds, while outflows from High
Yield Bond Funds were the biggest since mid-3Q14 and second largest on record.
Fear, however, was not the only theme influencing flows. Yield hunger drove fresh money into
Dividend Equity Funds, Brazil’s reform story pulled another $530 million into Brazil Equity Funds
and funds with socially responsible (SRI) or environmental, social and governance (ESG) mandates
comfortably extended an inflow streak stretching back to late 4Q18.
“Investors are also gravitating towards markets with reputations for social cohesion and the
capacity for decisive action,” observed EPFR Research Director Cameron Brandt. “This week we
saw positive flows for Norway, South Korea, Singapore, Australia, France, UK, Japan, Netherlands,
Hong Kong, Russia and Taiwan Equity Funds.”
Overall, the second week of March saw $25.8 billion flow out of all Bond Funds, $6.3 billion from
Balanced Funds, $4.7 billion from Equity Funds and $1.3 billion from Alternative Funds while
Money Market Funds took in over $135 billion.
At the asset class and single country fund levels, both Greece Equity and Bond Funds posted new
outflow records, flows into UK and Colombia Equity Funds hit 11 and 65-week highs respectively
and India Equity Funds posted their biggest weekly outflow since 1Q08. Municipal Bond Funds
chalked up their largest outflow since late 4Q15 and Total Return Bond Funds posted consecutive
weekly outflows for the first time since early last year.

Back to Index Page

For further information on EPFR, please click HERE
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US 3mth/10yr Yield Spread – 77.910/89.726 Targeted
Technical Analysis by Ed Blake
•

Rallies strongly from -29.460 (9 March spike low) through 40.987 (2019 peak – 7
November) to confirm a 15-month base

•

Bullish studies suggest scope to 69.282 (3 December 2018 high and equality of 55.595/40.987 from -29.460)

•

Above opens 77.910 (50% of 211.415/-55.595 fall) perhaps 89.762 (2 November 2018 high,
near a 1.236 projection off -29.460)

•

Only a failure to hold over 40.987 and/or a return below 7.781 cautions and risks extended
ranging over -29.460

____________________________________________
STRATEGY SUMMARY
Buy into any near-term corrective narrowing as we await extended widening targeting
77.910/89.726. Place a protective stop under parity
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R5
R4
R3
R2
R1

121.608
104.029
89.726
77.910
69.282

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5

21.357
7.781
0.088
-29.460
-55.595

Resistance Levels
18 May 2018 lower high, near 1.618x -55.595/40.987 from -29.460 at 126.809
9 October 2018 lower high, near 1.382 projection off -29.460 and 61.8% of 211.415/-55.595
2 November 2018 lower high, nr 1.236x -55.595/40.987 from -29.460 at 89.915
50% retrace of 211.415/-55.595, 2016-2019 fall
3 December 2018 lower high, near equality of -55.595/40.987 rally from -29.460 at 67.122
Support Levels
12 March 2020 low, near a former three-year falling trendline
11 March 2020 low
200DMA
9 March 2020 spike low, near 25 September 2019 higher low at -31.272
2019 base – 29 August
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USD/CHF – Bounces Near Multi-Year Range Lows
Technical Analysis by Andrew Dowdell
• Broad sideways range remains intact following this month’s sharp rebound from .9183
• Above .9849 would negate a potential multi-year rounding top pattern developing off 1.0344

____________________________________________
STRATEGY SUMMARY
Rebound from .9183 (near multi-year range lows) has stalled short-term bearish momentum, but
bulls need to regain .9849 to avert the threat of wider topping.
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Resistance Levels
R5
R4
R3
R2
R1

1.0344
1.0237
1.0028
.9849
.9660

15 December 2016 high
26 April 2019 high
3 October 2019 high
20 February 2020 high
13 August 2019 low

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5

.9183
.9072
.8875
.8699
.8528

Support Levels
9 March 2020 low, near the 16 February 2018 low at .9188
7 May 2015 low, near 1.00x 1.0344-.9188 fall projected from 1.0237 at .9081
50% of .7406-1.0344 rally
13 March 2014 low
61.8% of .7406-1.0344 rally
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Gold/Oil Ratio – Corrective Dip Then Scope to 56.34/63.59
Technical Analysis by Ed Blake
•

Accelerated this year’s rally to 48.91 (9 March record high, near a long-term equality
target), before starting to retreat

•

Watch for an eventual uptrend resumption targeting Fibonacci projection clusters
56.34/57.25, perhaps 62.38/63.59

•

Only a return below 30.63 (2 March low, near a former high from Aug 2016) would
question immediate upside scope

____________________________________________
STRATEGY SUMMARY
Await a corrective pullback then buy dips as we await renewed gains targeting Fibonacci clusters
by 56.34, perhaps 63.59 on extension. Place a stop under 30.63
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R5
R4
R3
R2
R1

68.08
63.59
56.34
51.85
48.91

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5

41.47
30.63
27.26
21.27
18.94

Resistance Levels
1.764 projection of 10.75/41.47 rally from 13.88
1.618 projection of 10.75/41.47 rally from 13.88, nr 1.382x 6.38/41.47 from 13.88 at 62.38
1.382 projection of 10.75/41.47 rally from 13.88, nr 1.236x 6.38/41.47 from 13.88 at 57.25
1.236 projection of 10.75/41.47 rally from 13.88, nr an 11-year rising trendline at 51.04
9 March 2020 record high, near equality of 6.38/41.47 rally from 13.88 at 48.97
Support Levels
11 February 2016 former peak, near 10 March 2020 low at 44.31
2 March 2020 low, near 2 August 2016 former high at 32.62
19 February 2020 higher low, near 20 June 2017 former high at 27.81
16 September 2019 higher low, near 30 December 2019 low at 22.14
23 May 2019 former high
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IFI: who we are and how to contact us
Informa Financial Intelligence (IFI), a unit of Informa plc (LSE: INF), provides fund
flows, asset allocation, FX, credit issuance and banking data, quantitative products,
research and analysis to financial institutions - both public and private - around the
world. Our market moving data services include daily, weekly, and monthly equity
and fixed income fund flows and monthly fund allocations by country, sector and
industry.
To find out more:
 financialintelligence.informa.com
 sales.financial@informa.com
This material is provided by Financial Intelligence for the use of the recipient only and is not to be copied or distributed to
any other person. No representation, warranty or undertaking (express or implied) is given and no responsibility is accepted
by Financial Intelligence or any of its affiliates or by any of their respective partners, officers, employees, advisers or agents
for the completeness or accuracy of any information contained in, or of any omissions from, this material or any
supplementary information and any liability in respect of such information or omissions is hereby expressly disclaimed. This
material is not a comprehensive evaluation of the industry, the companies or the securities mentioned, and does not
constitute an offer or a solicitation of an offer or a recommendation to buy or sell securities. All expressions of opinion are
subject to change without notice.
© Informa Business Intelligence, Inc (2020). All rights reserved.
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